Launching TIA in the UK

‘Therapy by the Imaginary in Action’
Presented by Michel Depeyrot PhD (Stanford) author of ‘Free Wakeful Dreaming’
Basic TIA seminar to be held in English at Croydon Hall.

This is a residential Seminar to be held at Croydon Hall in Somerset, UK

18th to 21st April 2013
th

Check in after 14:00 hours on 18 April
Check out before 17:00 hours on 21st April
Seminar program starts 16:00 hours

To find out more & to complete a registration from visit English website .imaginary-in-action.com
French website .michel-depeyrot.com
Carl-Gustav Jung’s “Active Imagination” and Georges Romey’s” Free Wakeful Dreaming” are brought
together in a new conceptual framework facilitating learning and practice.
Michel Depeyrot, a Stanford PhD, has enriched these efficient techniques of psychotherapy with
both Applied Kinesiology and Chinese Alchemy, and after years of practice he has launched the
“Therapy by the Imaginary in Action” as TIA in China. It is now time to bring the subject to the UK for
progressing beyond Freud's, Jung's and Romey's approaches to psychosomatic healing.
The Imaginary can perform a series of harmonization of opposites, which upgrades Defence
Mechanisms to maturity for any psychotic, immature or simply neurotic individual. With the help of
a sound interpretation, everyone can proceed through their own healing.
•

Individual sessions for experiencing the imaginary in action

•
•
•
•
•
•

Efficient Template for interpretation of dream scenarios, up to a therapeutic orientation
Dreams and Fantasies for healing per major theories (Freud, Jung, Desoille)
Defence Mechanisms and the harmonization of opposites
Basic concepts needed explaining the symbols from the Imaginary
Structural analysis of the imaginary in comparison with grammars of spoken languages
Case-studies of the imaginary in action

Standard cost £488.00 (including. Accommodation, all meals, all day tea & coffee)
Early registration £439.00 until February 28
Further discount for students in medicine or psychology (£395.00)
Payment by cheque to: Fontclaire. 22, route de Chartreuse. F-38700 CORENC. France,
or by transfer through:
Societe Generale BIC: SOGEFRPP; account RIB # 30003 00999 00052965275 68
i.e. IBAN FR76 3000 3009 9900 0529 6527 568
For all enquires please contact the seminar presenter, Michel Depeyrot, at
Email @dolphin.fr or .depeyrot@orange.fr
Address:
Fontclaire, 22 route de Chartreuse
F-38700 Corenc-le-Haut, France
Telephone +33 (0) 6 32 63 35 95
for further information concerning the subject visit
.naet-europe.com or .naet.com
Venue address
Croydon Hall, Rodhuish, Minehead, Somerset, TA24 6QT, UK
Visit .croydonhall.co.uk for details of the venue & directions

About Michel Depeyrot
This daily practitioner of "Healing Processes driven by our Unconscious" makes the "Therapy by
the Imaginary in Action" simple through case-studies. His latest publication was granted the Grand
Prix of the academy of Arts, Literature and Sciences of Languedoc.
He is promoting this efficient technique around the world to provide it with a renewed impetus for
universal benefit.

